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The painting which is i eproduced on the cover was painted by the

author in 1953. It depicts the troposphere, stratosphere, ionosphere,

outer space, and cumulus and stratus cloud forms. The hydrological

cycle, including a 1--af form to symbolize evapotranspiration, and the

stream flow of vortex motion are also depicted. It seemed appropriate

to include this painting, for many of the ideas expressed verbally in the

report are expressed graphically in the painting.
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A B3STIlA CT

This report is concerned wilh tile theory and coidirmation of a

s irdLtsi~her'ic-I itU,)lIti i-. x i thiantg which'i l a oLniiiij).il1S a kiAAii_; Ui thie

tropopause. Air from tihe lower p;irt of the cyclonic stratosplhere is

cxl'ruded to formn a thin inclined layer iii the trlopospherC. The SPIING-

FIELD data provc that the extruded trop)Ospheric layers contain radio-

activity concentrations typiical of the stratosphere. Concentrations

exceeding the tropospheric by one or two orders of magnitude Werle

measured aboard WB-50 and RB-57 aircraft on specially vectoi ed flight

paths. The sharp change in concentrations at the boundaries also con--

firms that the folding process is predominantly laminar, so it is appro-

priate to refer to the exchange as a transport rather than a diffusion

l)rocess.

The agreement between the radioactivity and meteorological

n-, -ncir~~n nr ~ nh A n-1f il) 11,1 vtiii i lrnhvb li t r' t hd ' i ýh ~ ic

and meteorologist is the high correlation between the coil centrations of

radioactivity a.rd the potential vorticity. Since the latter can bc deter-

mined from conventional radiosonde data, the three dimensional

distribution of the former can be approximated. The distribu :,_11 .is 1o1t

simple but the presence of the layers cannot be ignored in thi fa1llout



p)rob'em. Each layer acts as a low altitude source for both wet and dry

fallout.

The report contains as complete a description of tde folding and

transport process as is p)ossible to date, Physical processes capable

of mixing the radioactivity from the layers to the ground arc also

discussed, including their probable distribution with respect to the

extruded layers.
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PREFACE

Nature of Report.

This document is a special report on Project SPRINGFIELD, a

research program funded by the Defense Atomic Support Agency and the

Atomic Energy Commission. The U. S. Weather Bureau and several

universities and industrial groups have cooperated in this project, the

overall goal of which is to document and explain the spring fallout

naximum by use of sampling aircraft and intensive collection and

radiochemical analysis of rainfall. This report documents the first

major undertaking of SPRINGFIELD: the verification of tropopause

folding as a method of stratosphere -- troposphere exchange of fallout

material.

A large store of information is now becoming available on the amount

and location of radioactive debris injected into the stratosphere by nuclear

weapons tests, and as a result, stratospheric transfer processes are

beginning to be understood. The least understood facet of world - wide

fallout has been the method or methods by which debris in the stratosphere

enters the troposphere. That portion of Project SPRINGFIELD reported

in this document is the experimental confirmation of the theory of tropo-

pause folding and its importance in the transfer of radioactive debris.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

P r oJ e c t SPRINGFIELD was organized to test a theory of mass

transport from the stratosphere to the troposphere. As the tropopause

folds, air from the stratosphere is drawn out to form a thin layer in

the troposphere. If the exchange process is indeed a transport, the

radioactivity and ozone concentrations of the stratospheric air should

be approximately conserved during the layer formation. It follows

from this that the distribution of radioactivity in the troposphere should

be layered, with one or more distinct maxima and minima.

It is generally assumed that radioactivity enters the troposphere

by diffusion -- either across the tropopause itself or along so-calle,-1

"break lines" in thu tropopause. It is further a-i.sunied that the tropo-

sphere is characterized by vigorous mixing which would dilute the con-

centration of any radioactivity or ozone once it entered the troposphere.

From this conventional viewpoint, high concentrations of radioactivity

would be found only in the stratosphere, some twelve tS, seventeen

kilometers above sea level. In other wordo, the earth's surface -. iUiould

be insulated from the stratospheric radioactivity by the compIcte depth

of the troposphere except for an occasional short circuit produced by

the most intense cumulonimlbus clouds.



The theory to be tested challenges both this viewpoint and its as-

sumptions. It relates the folding process to cyclogenesis and predicts

transport, almost to the earth's surface, wheni intense cyclones are

formed. T"he transporte.d radio,-ctivity then acts as a low altitude source,

of stratospheric intensity, for both wet and dry fallout. It is not difficult

to imagine a variety of physical processes which could tap these sources.

Several will be discussed in this report.

It would be misleading to leave the impression that testing the

theory was the only purpose of Project SPRINGFIELD. It was its cen-

tral purpose because of obvious implications to all aspects of the fallout

problem. The project was also organized to coordlinate air filter

sampling with radar measurements and precipitation sampling. The

relative importance of the numerous physical processes involved in wet

fallout cannot be unscrambled without a coordinated measuring program.

We may well find the data obtained in Project SPRINGFIELD insufficient

for a solution UhW tnWetv fallout pro-blem buA !It is certastinly necesrjaiy.

The significance of programs of this type is also not restricted to

the problem of world-wide fallout. Meteorologists are contiaually hand-

icapped by their inability to trace an air parcel's movement through the

three dimensional atmosphere. Many misconceptions have developed

because the meteorologist is conditioned to view the motion two
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dimensionally or quasi-two dimensionally. A few measurements made

in the right place at the riLght tinm are ,,rth aU the all", It.,- .......

make them.



CHAPTER Ii

THE THEORY AND IMPLICATIONS OF THOPOPAUSE
FOLDING

Historical Background.

The concept of a folded tropopause appeared in the literature as

early as 1937. Bjerknese and Palmer (1) considered a folded tropopause

as the most logical interpretation of certain high level temperature and

stability changes observed during the European Serial Ascents Program.

Sawyer, (2) in Ms 1946 study of the tropopause over Great

Britain, also felt the data occasionally warranted this interpretation,

but only occasionally. He attempted a Lagrangian analysis of the tropo-

pause, i. e., an analysis of the changes following the three dimensional

trajectories of the air parcels. However, his trajectories were com-

puted from constant pressure charts and therefore offer little assurance

that the computed trajectories correspond to the parcel's trajectories.

The inability to trace and identify the same air parcels as they move

with time limits his conclusions to an interpretation, perhaps correct,

but not demonstrably correct.

In 1955, Reed (3) presented a rather convincing body of evidence

to demonstrate that the tropopause actually does fold. Studying one

case of tropopause folding over North America, he traced stratospheric

air along descending trajectories into the troposphere. Thi trajectories

were recc~astructed from the steamlines on isentropic surfaces and

4
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vci-ifled by Ihe parcel's consistently large values of potential vorticity.

Ihs ev'i dence, although internally consistent and physically meaningful,

did not receive wide acceptance. It is easy, (f course, to dismiss

thc results of one case study.

St•pport for th, concept of tropopause folding, based on several

cases, wa.s presented by Reed and Danielsen (4) in 1959. They published

a contposite or mean cross section, oriented orthogonal to the flow,

shtwing the distribution of potential vorticity in both the stratosphere

and tropsophere. Their mean cross section showed, as did Reed's

study ol 1955, that the large values of potential vorticity extended down

and southward from the stratosphere into the troposphere. The tongue-

like extension joined a tropospheric front at its lower limit and, except

foI its large value of potential vorticity, was indistinguishable from the

tropospheric front. Since reasonable physical processes would require

(lays or weeks to create these large values of potential vorticity from

tropospheric air, the authors argued that its origrin _m be the st,#ato-

sphere.

In the following year, Danielsen (5) published the results of a

comprehensive tropopause study based on isentropic trajectories and

the original radiosonde observations over North America. The

original records processed In detail contained many thin layers or

5



lamimae of high stability. Isentropic trajectories demonstrated strato-

•;;huric sources for many but not all of these laminae. The evidence

igplied that the folding process was frequent, and also implied that the

foldi rig produced thin layers which were eliminated from the processed

radjiisonde data -- unless two or more laminae merged to form a deeper

lajiuna.

During the same year the author analysed in detail one case of

tropopause folding to evaluate the mass transport from stratosphere

to troposphere. This was found to be of the order of 10 grams per Jay

per storm. The research was conducted at the Deutsct.L Wetter Dienst

and the results were presented there at a seminar in October, 1959.

The data and results were not published because strong objections

were raised to the methods of trajectory computation. Since the answer

depended directly on the reliability of the trajectories the author turned

his attention to developing a more objective method of trajectory analy-

sis.

An objective method was developed and published in 1961,

IDanielsen (6). When the method was applied to the case previously

studied the former results were confirmed. But application of the

method led t) a better understanding of the folding process. In

particular, it clarified the roles of the geostrophic and ageostrophic

6



velocity components. The important ageostrophic components are

freqL.ently too small to be measured, but their integrated effects can'

be dclern~ed throGugh the trajectory analyses. Many of the concepts

to be presented in the flollowing chapters were derived from the applI-

cation of this method.

In the Sjpring of 1960 the Weather Bureau conducted a special

radioactivity sampling program to test the validity of the theory of

tropopause folding. They flew B-57 aircraft in the vicinity of the

tropopause over southwestern United States and obtained approximately

130 reliable filter samples between March and June.

In 1961, the author, with tie assistance of several graduate

students, determined the meteorological conditions appropriate to 126

samples. The number and locations of filter samples for any particula.

case were not sufficient to prove or disprove the theory. Put it is

possible to check on one aspect of the theory. As mentioned earlier

t was argued th-at the iarge values ot Iotential vorticity had their

origin in the stratosphere. If correct, this implied a positive corre-

lation between the concentration of radioactivity and the potential vor-

ticity.

The activity of several isotopes, such as Sr 9 0 , sr W85 nd

Be', were plo)tted using potential temperature and potential vorticity

7



as orthogonal coordinates. The results appear in a technical report by

Danielsen, Bergman and Paulson ( 7) published in 1962. All of the

samples extracted from air with a large potential vorticity had high

Sr 90, W185 and Be7 activities and no measurable Sr 8 9 activity. Since

no measurable Sr89 activity should have remained from the tests which

preceded the moratorium, che assumpt-ion was confirmed. On the other

hand, high Sr 8 9 activities, unam biguously attributed to the French

Sahara test of February 13, 1960, were extracted from a'i with

intermediate values of potential vorticity and within a restricted potential

temperature range. These samples came from stable layers on the

anticyclonic side of a jet, and it is now known that the activity was

deposited in stable layers, of approximately the same potential

temperature, on the anticyclonic side of the so-called "subtropical jet.

This lends credence to the assumptions that potential temperature and

potential vorticity are quasi- conservative atmospheric quantities.

In the chapters immediately following, both of these quantities will

be defined and discussed. They are fundamental tu all remaining

discussions; therefore, the author included these chapters to assist the

reader who mnay not find them familiar.

Poten)tial Temperature. The potential temperature of an) aii

parcel is derived from the first. law of thermodynanmics by assuming a

8



negligible heat transfer between the parcel and its environment. As the

parcel's actual temperature changes by compression or expansion, its

potential temperature remains constant. It is computed from Poisson's

relatfon

k1

where T and p are the actual temperature and pressure and 0 and po

are the potential temperature and reference pressure. It is customary

to choose 1000 mb, approximately surface pressure, for the reference

so that G is the temperature of an air parcel compressed to sea level

pressure. The exponent, k . 286, is the ratio of the gas constant to

the specific heat at constant pressure.

In the atmosphere 0 increases with height; therefore, 0 can be

used as a vertical coordinate instead of the heigi t itself. If a parcel

moves without any heat transfer, its 0 coordinate is invariant; con-

versely, a change in its 0 coordinate requires an energy transf,.1

either by conduction, radiation, a phase change, or by mixing along

the 0 gradient.

For radioactivity studies, the 0 coordinate has more physical

significance than the usual height coordinate. If the radioactive

particles are sufficiently small to remain in suspension, and this appears

to be the case, at least for the products of air bursts, then they move

9



with the air molecules which suspend them. They are subject to the

same physical constraints as the air parcels. The thermodynamic con-

straints can be interpreted from the ( coordinate. Values of G > 4000

exist only in the stratopher. Thi-s air can neither enter tile troposphere

nor reach the earth's surface without a diabatic process. Values beteen

300 and 400 0 K extend from the stratosphere into the troposphere. Air

with a coordinate in this range may move from the •tiatobpiiurý2 Lu the

troposphere by an adiabatic transport; i. e., no diabatic process is

necessary. At the lower limit of this range, between 320 and 300 0 K,

the air may also be transported adiabat. ly directly to the earth's

surface. What is implied here is the ),.z.sibility of a direct transport

from the lower stratosphere to the earth's surface. Dynamic constraints

contro.1 the probability of this transport but we must recognize that

thermodynamically it is possible.

From this viewpoint a stratospheric injection of radioactivity in the

300 to 320 0 K rm m.ay have a a residCence til.le ab tropospiheric

injection, while the concentrations of radioactivity may be higher for

the former than for the latter. The high latitude Russian explosions

must be considered in this context, The usual distinction between a

stratospheric and a tropospheric residence time may be misleading.

From thermodynamic considerations the residence time should be a

10



function of the 0 coordinate. Dynamic constraints would be expected to

modify but not negate the G dependence.

The above discussion indicates one advantage derivcl from the use

of 0 coordinates. Another advantage is realized in the use of 0 surfaces

for trajectory computations. The author, Danielseln (6), ),as shuwn that

ti ajectori, c u computed from the conventional constant pressure surfaces

are subject to extremely large errors where vertical motions are large.

Vertical niotions in the atmosphere correlate positively with teniperatu re

advectiou, and the latter correlates with a turning of both the wind and

the pressure gradient with height. When these correlations exist, the

curvatures of the parcel's trajectory are always more anticyclonic than

the curvatures of a constant pressure trajectory. Thus, the parcel does

not remain in verti2al alignment with the constant pressure trajectory.

The horizontal deviations are n-At negligible. Even in twelve hours they

may become exiremely large -- of the order of 1000 kn . Also, on the

pressure surface one ubually cannot disting-uish kinetic energy cha ,ges

due to actual speed accelerations from changes due to the vertical

advection of kinetic energy. The significance of speed accelerations

will be illustrated later. Considering both sources of error, constant

pressure Irajectories are only reliable when vertical motions are negh

gibly sMall, but, these cases are triviaIl.

I I I II I I II I I II I



Since the parcel's 0 coordinate is a slowly varying function of time,

except in certain easily identified situations, both sources of error are

eliminated by the use of Q surfaces. The horizontal vector equation of

motion yields two scala" equations. one governing the speed accelerations,

the other the curvature accelerations. Speed changes are incorporated

directly into the trajectory computation. The independent curvature

equation can be used as a diagnostic equation to check on the reliability

of the analyses. The method breaks down only when mixing occurs. It

is important, therefore, to be able to detect the regions of mixing.

Potential Vorticity. Potential vorticity, the quantity Reed used as

a tracer for stratospheric air, can also be used to detect mixing. It is

a quasi-conservative scalar derived from the vector equation of motion,

the continuity and energy equations, and is defined by

P aVQ. (VxV4- 2n") 2

where a is the specific volume, VO is the three dAimensional gradienit of

potential temperatuie and the term in plarenthesis, the ahsolute vorticity,

is the sum of the curl of the velocity and twice the angular velocity of

ti earth.

To an excellent approximation equation 2 can be reduced to

Po = -g So -0 f) 3
3 p)

where g is the acceleration of gravity, - -) is a measure of the

12



stabili t y ol a parcel subject to a vertical displacement and-o tI (the

sum of the horizontal curl or vorticity mn asured t(n a Q nVI 11 aJ'd th(

vertical component. f , of the earth's vorticity) is a measure o( the

stability of a parcel subject to a horizontal displacement. PI (tmbiies

as a productt of the two parcel stability criteria, namely, hydrostatic

stability and inertial stability. If both terms are positive, a displaced

parcel is forced back to its equilibrium position. It either is negative,

ihe displaccmeiji is amplitied and mixing develops.

As shown by Heed (3) and by tReed and Danielsen (4), the values of

Po in the stratosphere exceed the tropospheric values by one, two or

three orders of magnitude. In the absence of mixing,

dP - -g (3fr ÷ f) e (dO)
dt 5p(JFt)

From this we can easily account for the creation of large stratospheric

and low tropospheric values. fleating above and cooling below increases

PC) , thus the heating source of the ozone layer generates large valnes

in the stratosphere. Conversely, heating at the earth's surlace gencrales

low values amid leads to vertical mixing in the troposphere. When cloud

or moisture layers extend up to the tropopause the radiational cooling at

their top accentuates both trends.
dG

Excluding radiational cooling at cloud tops, "Fd is a small quantity

in the free atmof-phere, i. e. , above the friction layer and below the

13



ozone prediction layer. Therefore, P0 tends to be conserved as does

. 1For riods both quantities approximate scalar invariauts ol

the-fluid and can be used as stationary Lagrangian coordinates.
This property permits one to trace and identify air of -I,-

properties. When the tropopause folds, tropospheric air v'Aith small

values of P 0 folds over an extruded layer of stratospheric air with large

values of PO . Since each parcel conse 'yes its value of P0 during the

folding process, the air of stratospheric origin can be readily identified

even after it is considered a part of the troposphere.

Tropopause Folding -- Two Dimensions. The process of tropopause

folding and the trajectories of the extruded stratospheric air will now he

traced out in detail through a series of two and three dimensional drawings.

From the many individual cases studied by the author characteristic

features have been abstracted to assist the reader in interpreting and

appreciating the results of Project SPRINGFIELD.

I igure 1 includes a series of vertical cross sections 'with north to

the right. In each cross section the stratospheric air has been toned

gray. The lines sloping upward to the north in the troposphere, Figure

la, and downward to the north in the stratosphere are lines of constant

0 . Since the O lines slope upward in the direction of coldor temper% -

tures both VHQ p and V11Tp , the horizontal gradients of potential

14



ILt11111)'l; a U I I'' d 11d tU 1 I0 I (C111J)C.I At LIF' it CUInSi 1lt I)I'CSiJSI'u c, a FIe' di rcctLd

southward in ht.l troposphje.,re and northward in the stratt,-:pher c. I'The

reversal in the horizontal 1 mtp'raturIc gradient coincides N ith tle

tro'mpausc WUlUiIch S1OPIS upvw'ard to theL s.outhl. Note that O increases

southward along the tropopause. Ill Figure lb and Ic the tg-opopaus,

steepenis and lolds as the - lines change their spacing and in cci lain

regions ch: nge their slope. Along the bounda ry h etween the stratospheric

and tropospheric air G still inccreases from a low value in tile nolorth to I

larger value in the south but the boundary no longer corresponds to a line

of temperature gradient reversal. ." ,so in the troposphere, a 1I'ont has

formed along a line extnding southward lrom the fold. In the frontal z,,C

the G surfaces have converged horizontally so the horizontal tenlpe1ratuic

gradient and the stability, - , "of the tropospheric air are comparabl.
) p

to that of the stratospheric air within the old. Tile similarity iil horizonta l

temperature gradient and stability between the tropospheric frontal 7o0n

and the extruded st rAi•tos1phorip layer h ns iniclId th .. .... l to
.. -I..... ... . ... . I -. .. ."., -. 1ý " I, L• • ua /t•! l kj k

draw no distinctioh between them as shown in Figurc 2. A conventional

analysis would consider a tropospheric ti ontal zone extending up to t

smoothed tropopause. Furthermore, the frontal boundaries aic usutall-

disconnected from the tropop-ause. Obviously, Figures lc and 2 imply

drastically different dishtribuLtions of stratospheric air, rudioaclivity and

15
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ozone. As will be shown, the t rOp0Sj)1Ie1'iC I rulltal Z11zoC alld thle .Xt i'Ld~d

strtos)phor1ie ljvferc ~ . LJ ,LLIS uU o-l 1w WIsi~u61e 1- U1ir `6S lt i ICIIV i l i~t

Let us niow consider the wind field and its changes its the tropopause

folds and the tropospheric front forms. It. is the wvind field; specifically,

thc vorticily of the wind field, whicli will permit us to di stiniguishi them.

Figure 3a corres,.ponds to Figure la. The addit ionial set of dashed lilies

are isotachis, or lines of constant wind speed. In this case, they describe,

ill knots, the speed of the west wind, or u component of the winid. The

black and white arrows represent the -i and - %' components of the wind.

They have been drawn large to permit it visual comparison of their

magnitudes but they are small compa red to tlhe u components. The

significance of this distribution of v coniponeiits will be discussed later.

First we shall consider the u component of westerly flow. Note that the

speed of tie w'esterlies increases with height in the troposphere but

decreases ill the stratosphere. This follows f rom -,il assumption that the

u component is in geostrophic balance. The speed is then1 directly pro -

portional to the I1(1thi-souI h pressure gradient and this increases with

height in the troposphere because the air is warmer to the south. The

decrease inl the stratosphere is due to the reversal of the horizontal

temperature gradient.



Figur e 3a

Convergence and changes in Velocity
D u r ing Tropopause Folding F igur e3 b



Aks the tropopaus e folds aad a tropospheric front f ormns, the i sotachs

of the u comlponevnt rotate toward the pattern in Figure 3b. Note that the

distr~iut ion corresponds to Fig-ure Ic. During the folding process speed

-)cl-a~- and deccleain chanLE, the vort-ic-ity of the wind' field.

Thec question arises, Itare thesc charibes compatible, with the assumption

of adiabatic processes and the conservation of polental vorticity?"

To be comrpatible, several equations must be simultaneously satis-

fied. But beore discussing these equations we must distinguish between

two methods of analysing th~e relative vorticity. We can calculate the

relative vorticity on surfaces of constant pressure or constant 0. In

both cases thev horizontal winds arL proj.'ected verti-,al'.y to a h1orizonta~l

surface; i. c. , a pressure or 0 map., and then the horizontal derivatives

are (.valuated from the winds on the respective map~s. Because the (0

surfaces slope much m-ore than thie pres.sure surfaces, the( projeceted

winds, may differ considerably. Ili the troposphere the relative vorticity

at Constant

V- - C1L.

may be pusitive wIfile the vorticity at constant G

v U~
-XG *YG

is usually flegative 1'1Th differenice is ililustra~ted three dimien'sionially
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in Figure 4, where the shear is positive, or cyclonic, at constant p and

negative, or anticyclonic at constant . This difference is important

because the two vorticities are governed by different equations and undergo

changL.. the opposite sign during frontogenesis.

When a front forms in the troposphere._p increases, the stability

increases, bu decreases. The equations that govern these changes

under adiabatic processes are

d (p + f) -(p + f) div V p- K .Vr4 3V 5
dt p

d (-LG) -(-5G) div VG 6

and d (IG+ f) =-+(•+)div VG

These equations show explicitly that this requires convergence (negative

divergence) at constant p and divergence at constant . In equation 5

the right hand term, the so-called tilting term, includes a unit vertical

vector, K . the total derivative of pressure,6j. and the vertical pressure

derivative of the horizontal wind. This term is negligibly small initially

but may dominate later.

Equations 6 and 7 combine to form the conservation of potential

vorticity

d Lf (_4-f)] =0 8
dt ap2
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i. e., equation 8 is the saime as equation 4 since we have as sumed

adiabatic l)FOcesbes. It is obvious, thlrclor,, thtat the laiticr two

chmnges, i.e. , increas'i •g stability mid decreasing ,.., are compatible

with the conservation ol potential vorticity. All three changes are

compatible when:

div Vp < 0

div VO > 0

Since the two divergencies are related by

div Vp =div VO• -__.V . p 9

the last term must be negative and dominant. Several authors have

neglected this term in equation 9 by pointing out that where the vertical

wind shear is geostrophic, .V is orthogonal toVOp and the dot product

is zero. However, when the wind shear is geostrophic, div V and div

V, are also probably small, so the argument is not applicable

Certainly i, tropospherAc frontogenesis it must be the dominant term

and it must be negative.

A velocity distribution that satisfies these requirements is shown

in Figure 3a. If we neglect all variations in the x direction, normal to

the cross section, then the v components determine the divergences.

At constant p the positive v (black arrow) reverses to a negative v
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(white arrow) in the positive y dir'-ction, thus there is convergence at

constant p. At constant Q the positive v component increases in magni-

tude in the y direction, thus there is divergence at constant 0. It is also

clear that calculated from tie v components -- the ageostrophic

components -- points to the north while V (p) points to the south: tlt>re-

fore, the last term of Lation 9 is negative. The gradient of the u com-

ponent! which is in geostrophic balance, contributes nothing to the last

term.

It is also interesting that these conditions on div VP, and div VG

require a large tilt in the axis of the convergence at constant p. It can

be shown, when variations in x are neglected, that the tilt from the

vertical must slightly exceed the tilt of the 0 surfaces. This checks

out empirically because the tropospheric fronts contain approximately

the same 0 surfaces from the ground to great heights.

If we examine the equations of motion we can recognize how the

vorticity changes are produced. For no variation in the x direction,

du = fv 10

d (v2 ) =-v p 1 1

Ut- 2T 0 ý)y

where p is the density and -P is everywhere negative. The vorticities

are computed from - 1u and - 11 , and we find from equation 10
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that u increases where v is positive, (black arrow) and vice versa.

Obviously, the u components increase where the arrows are black an.cd

decrea e where the al rows are white with the result that the wind shlar

at constant pressure becomes strongly cyclonic, On the othei- hand, the

u component increases more rapidly (or- decreases less rapidly) to the

north on the constant 9 surface. Thus, as the anticyclonic shear is

increased, the relative vorticity becomes more negative.

It is also easy to see how the ag'eostrophic components, the black

and white arrows, advect the 0 surfaces horizontally toward each other,

thereby producing larger and larger stabilities.

The agoeostrophic components in Figure 3a were not determineu

analytically nor numerically, but they are qualitatively and roughly

quantitatively consistent with the speed, vorticity and stabuity changes

between Fig-ures 3a and 3b. They were included in Figure 3a to illustrate

that all of the changes are compatible with the adiabatic assumption and

the conservation of potent.ai vorticity.

It should be pointed out that equation 9 can be used to eliminate div

V 0 from equation 6. Then this can be added to equation 5 to produce

d ii-+ ([)ff] = (G f f) V "vO -; O (K'VWx _V) > O

The product in the brackets is not conserved, but on the contrary,

increases rapidly in frontogenesis. Unfortunately there are many place,-
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in the literature wherc this product withsp, not •O, is called the

l lt t i .L V•oJA J.k *L .1 IlL i L J1 U 'L, cl jtl L 'd.I 1e m II - I. - Ji U1U . . Ls

conclude that frontogenesis is incompatible with the conservation of

potential vorticity. Also, it has contributed to a general mistrust of

potentia) vorticity calculations.

We have seen a case where all changes are compatible and from

these changes we can distinguish between the tropospheric frontal zone

and the extended layer. As shown in Figure 3b, the increase in tropo-

splhcric stability requires a decrease ino , i.e., it becomes more

negative. On the other hand, in the stratospheric air is initially

positive and where theL stability decreases, as for example just noorth of

the jet becomes more positive. Therefore, when the stabilities atý

comparable,

0 0 characterizes the tropospheric air

>> 0 characterizes the s4ratospheric air

and in general

PQ (ill the layer) > ;-P (in the tropospheric front).

This is consistent with the initial conditions where

P) ,stratosphere) ,>PO (troposphere).

Tropopause Folding - Three Dimensions. We have considered the

folding l)process in only two dimensions to clarity the role of the
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ageost irophic loitions. AlthlOugh thesc ;1ge'( stlrophi c veloci ics are small,

l1't'(HIY I? l 0 i'A diuIu C all fJ)O(M)iIAt Speed..

stability and vortlicily changeS ill both til'e st';atuSplieh i C anld t roJl)OSJ)Jli'eiC

a i )-.

To obtain a proper three dimensionil J)ictur,: Ol tile jon oltg we IuISt

also consider the geost rophi c mllotion . It is, alter all, the doetinlilat

mxotion and as we shall see, it initiates the folding and detennmites the

f)rm f tihe ext ruded 1Lyer. Figure 5 attempls to illustrate in 1111 h0

dimensions these two p)ropertie(s o0 the gCost rophic flow. In tile Ul)pCr

right you arn looking down onl a Inagetilla colored tI'oJ)(JJ•atLS which Slo)peS

upward to the southwcst. The potCletial temperatule in)crCaseLS AUl~g the

tropopause fronm 300 to 340oK. The 0 -:- 320 0 K intersection is at the jet

core where the geostrophic wind, shown by the long wiltie vector, is from

the northwest. On the horizontal surface, which represelnts a pressuce

surface, the winds decrease and the temperatures increase going both

northeiast and southwest from the jet. This is illustrated by the Xvi lds

at A and B and the red isotherms.

To obtain the geostrophic winds -, the tropopause we integrate frohum

point A dowln to 3 3000 K, i. c. , we add the negative thermnal wind

vector (red) to the: wind at point A. The resultant wind (black) is rotated

toward the southwust . It then has a component which advects tilhe low
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tropopause southwest. At point B we add the thermal wind vector to

obtain the tropopause wind at G = 340 0 K. Here we find the resultant

vector is rotated toward the northeast. It has a component which advects

the high tropopause northeast. Since the wind at G = 320 0 K produces no

advection we can see that the tropopause steepens relative to the jet

core simply by geostrophic motions.

The steepening is a consequence of the thermal field which has this

shape between a ridge and the next downstream trough. Thus, the

tropopause should be steeper in the trough than in the ridge. East of

the trough the thermal field reverses so the tropopause becomes less

steep by geostrophic motions. If only geostrophic motions occurred.

the process would be reversible -- tropopause steepening to the trough.

flattening to the ridge. But vertical motions and the small ageostrophic

components render the process irreversible. With the cold advection

the northwest flow descends and the tropopause surface folds as shown

in the lower left of Figure 5. The strong winds draw out the folded layer

to a crescent shape as shown by the white flow arrows which extend from

the shaded layer, and the dashed magenta outline. In other words, the

foldei layer (viewed from above) has a crescent shape, while in the

,vertical it appears as a thin layer inclined downward to the south. Since.

it is inclined, it intersects a pressure surface as a narrow zone approx-

imately parallel to the wind. It has the horizontal temperature and wind
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speed gradients characteristic of a tropospheric front, but as we saw,

it has a much larger potential vorticity.

Trajectories in Extruded Air. We may now turn our attention to the

three dimensional trajectories in the extruded stratospheric air as

illustrated in Figure 6. The horizontal plane contains a surface map

analysis appropriate to the extruded flow. The vertical pla ie is included

to aid the illusion of three dimensional space.

Starting at the upper left, the trajectories descend and fan out.

The deformations in the flow pattern are extremely large and very

significant. A long thin rectangle parallel to the jet in the upper left

is deformed to a long thin rectangle perpendicular to the flow along the

leading edge of the extruded layer.

The deformations are related to the speed decelerations character-

istic of the descending flow. To the right of the jet, facing downstream,

the air is supergeostrophic. Because it is supergeostrophic, the air is

decelerated and turned to the right. As it descends, it continues to enter

a weaker and clockwise rotated geostrophic field. It therefore continues

to be supergeostrophic and experiences further speed reductions and

anticyclonic turnings. In extreme cases this trend continues until the

air descends almost to the earth's surface where it forms the south-

easterly flow arcound the surface anticyclone or high pressure area.
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Frouin const4aint pressure analyses one would not suspect tliat the low

JItve! anticyclont is fed by descent from the upper troposphere or lower

st iB~~hrc.O~i "he (:onstaiut 0 anialyses this descent and deformation

~5~.I23Cte.l~ic of cvizry cyclogecntic p)rocess. Thle diescent does not

USL~tl? a~vclura~id lu o Ihe t-a rth' s surfa--ce as lamninar flow. Turbulent

eddiesý Ii.nerted at the surtiace by rough terrain and/or surLL~e l(2w~ing

pcnel Irate anjd mix with the descending air. The mixing dilutes the

radioaictivity euric erlirations because the tropoý4)heriC air ascendinL in

the: eddies is vi r~tu,,il-'v uncontanitinat ed. As we shall see, the surface

ioduced mlixing may extuind to depilis of 1.0, 000 and 15, 000 feet. When this

Nippt'n1u) VIC hcadl()acfiv ity concentrations are -significantly reduced.

Dry Fallou~t. T'he d:uninanti cyclojocal turning, branch of the

flow pr(> uces d i'.v falioUTi q~th 01Cun bCeveraZl thousand kiluMett 'F6 to

1he s'Oulth oi 11hC puJI t VICeth f oldi lt' iSs initIated. TV2 reCSuLIII ug

sUIL CC- colic ent rd ti,) UIsI a i a function of the fnit id ] we -r st rutosph ric

coinconr.a1 ions and thw. x-Atin of ru' yi 'st*o8ArCa. b 1

is minxý!d by'th U ,i I eno cddi c' g"e! 1ev"C-ea at tile 0:jrUW. isSU :i .'C. it

>ho)uld Ube noted hie It, that the dccnirgsrtslcii ai alSe- Ira nsport-S

high v(, bc ~itis dow'nward, at Olt sameic tina, thc eddies Ca rry low Velocities

up)warI-d. La 14w Ve 111 C'Al t{LV ae prout~c.4.aCd. which !supply thc ene rgy1

so sustain ci i~ncrt-,tshe Hic mi xing- ýr oliec words, low B ic ha rdson' s
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numbers are generated near the top of the mixing layer. The combina-

tion of the downward momentum transport and surface heating promotes

vigorous mixing, strong gusty surface winds and dry fallout.

Wet Fallout. Returning now to Figure 6 and directing our attention

to the central and left portions of the extruded flow we note that this air

descends until it reaches the trough. After it passes the trough it

ascends. The ascent may begin to the west of the surface front but

continues well in advance of the front. At its leading edge the ascending

dry, stable stratospheric air flows above ascending moist or saturated

air. The high stability of the stratospheric layer suppresses vertical

cloud development but the lresence of the dry layer over saturated air

is potentially unstable. As the ascent continues the latent heat released

at the base of the layer by the condensing water vapor decreases the

stability.

When the stability is reduced to a critical value, the cumulus clouds

break through the layer and are then accelerated upward by strong

bouyancy forces. A line of rain showers and thunderstorms quickly

develops along the leading edge of the destabilized layer. As the

cumulus clouds penetrate and break through the layer torroidal circula-

tions entrain the stratospheric air into the growing cloud. If the radio-

activity in the stratospheric air is attached to freezing or condensation
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nuclei, the radioactivity will then enter the precipitation cycle. Since

the stratospheric air is known to contain sulphate particles, Junge (8),

Friend (9) and ice nuclei, Bigg (10) this mechanism may be quite probable.

At present the process can only be inferred; it remains to be proven or

disproven.

The destruction of the stratospheric layer along its leading edge is,

however, not an inference. Trajectories in the stratospheric air

consistently overshoot the leading edge -- where surface observations,

radar measurements and satellite photographs confirm the presence of

a line of cumulonimbus. All of the evidence fits the concept of a laminar -

like transport toward the leading edge where entrainment in the developing

cumulonimbus destroys all of the air's stratospheric characteristics.

The layers constitute a source for radioactivity -- a source with

stratospheric concentrations but located several thousand feet below the

stratosphere proper. If the tropopause did not fold and extrude these

layers, cumuli would have to penetrate the stratosphere to entrain

similar concentrations. In many cases this would require that the clouds

attain elevations some 40 or 50 thousand feet above sea level. Further-

more, the air extruded in the layers comes from the cyclonic stratosphere

where the potential vorticity is always large in magnitude, while the huge

cumulonimbus which penetrates the stratosphere may entrain air from
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the anticyclonic stratosphere w.-::wre the potential vorticity may be as

small as that of tropospheric air. The samples taken in 1960 by the

RB-57's and some taken by the WU-2's for HASP showed very low con-

centrations of radioactivity in this region of the stratosphere while the

samples taken in the cyclonic stratosphere always contained large con-

centrations. If we can generalize from the measurements made to

date, cumulus penetration into stra*osphere air is necessary but not a

sufficient requirement for the entrainment of air rich in radioactivity,

while cumulus penetration into air with a large potential vorticity may be

both necessary and sufficient.
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CHAPTER III

OPERATION OF PROJECT SPRINGFIELD

Flight and Sampling Requirements.

In most of the existing sampling programs the flight operations are

kept simple. Flight tracks, altitudes and sampling p,,cedures are

determined and held constant. The data obtained is then interpreted

statistically in terms of the mean distribution with latitude and altitude

and Gie deviations from the mean.

For Project SPRINGFIELD this approach would be inappropriate.

Tha samples had to be taken relative to the atmospheric structure

wherever the structure happened to be. However, since a theoretical

model was being tested we could prearrange an optimum set of sampling

positions which could be held invariant relative to the structure. In

this way thc pilots and crews could concentrate on locating the structures

and not worry about where or when to make a sample.

The sampling procedures were adjusted to take advantage of the

asymmetry of the extruded layer. An aircraft flying perpendicular to

the wind would observe rapid changes in wind, temperature and relative

humidity as it crosses the short dimension of the structure. Obviously

the perpendicular flight track would be most useful for detection of the

layer. Conversely, a parallel flight track should produce slow changes.
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and therefore be ideal for sampling. Thv oriuntation (A the flight duringt,

sampling had to bie considcecd becamse theC "fitc. p)aper r ju~i 'uu a twenty

to thirty minute exposu~re. During this time thirty to sixty thousaind

cubic f~eet of air at0 st-andard pressure and temperatuye sweep through

the filter'. Thusi, a filter paper represents an integrated line 6ample.

and only ipproxiim'ates a p~oin--t saniple when tlie variationis along, the line

are small. 11. would be difficult t~o verify the theory if the sampling

method srnomot hed out thie variations.

The plJanes were first sent to an initial point, or I, 11. , which was a

TACAN station (a radio air] to ai~r navigation) located incar the center of

a low or trough in the. wind field. From this point they began their

search at assignod aillitudes and raý'Iial flight paths. Two WB-50's

sep.,arated by 2000 feet were assigni- altitudes below the lowest tropo-

pause which would usually be reported at o-. near 1. P. Thus all. of the

Wl3- 50's, samples would bu cotisick~recl troposipheric by thec usual

meut COoo'.t',ligcal C fd eria.

All stratospiheric samnplinlg was leflt to the RB1- 57',s. Fortunlately,

their sa mphing, positions could be dieteri.-itiei relative to the. -ove of the

jet strtam, While oa~i ntaining- a f I~lighti tack betweeni two TA CA N stationsý

the pilot could detect theW coy", by nionito ring dic dr ift angN. tartudi

f1,011 thu 1. 1P. on the' eye tunic Side of tilt jet, the (11ii.t 'angle Wvould

increase r'a.1idly U 8 10,00.iniuni at the Co [C and thct) dec --Isc m lessi 1I.pidly
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on the anticyclonic side. On many of the flights two jet streams were

detected. Whenever this occurred, the jet closest to the I. P. served

as the reference point for the first set of samples. When both wing tip

samplers had been exposed, the pilot returned to Kirtland Air Force

Base where the exposed papers were removed and replaced. Then he

returned to make a second set of samples. On the second flight he

sampled relative to the second jet, if two were detected, otherwise he

returned to his previously located single jet and sampled at higher

altitudes.

The locations of the RB-57 samples are shown in Figure 7. Note

that if only one jet were detected, the two aircraft would take 8 samples --

5 from the cyclonic stratosphere. The extruded air, which presumably

the WB-50's would encounter and sample, has its origin in the cyclonic

stratosphere and consequently should bear a close resemblance to the

air north of the jet. The lowest samples on the cyclonic side were

positioned to approximate the same potential temperature range a'. the

laye--. On the anticyclonic side one or two tropospheric samples were

taken above the WB-50 samples to see if the activity in the layer actually

reoresented a maximum in the vertical profile. Each filter paper was

exposed for 15 minutes along a heading perpendicular to the flight track.

In most cases, this means that the samples were taken either up or

down wind and appear as a dot on the cross sections to be presented.
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The weather observer abx)ard each WB--5u began recording thie wind,

tem'perat-ure an,- udew point wheni he reached the i. P. By studying this

record in flight he decided when and where the plane traversed a layer.

lie looked for a simultaneous rapid increase in temperature and wind

speed followed by a slower increase in temperature and a decrease in

wind speed. Ambiguities arose when multiple layers were detected -

some extremely narrow -- and when one of the criteria was not met.

In any event, he had to make a decision about the limits of the

layer and then take thrce samples: one outside on the warm side of the

layer, one inside, and one outside on the cold side of the layer. After

compl, ting these three samples the upper aircraft, #2, ascended to

another assigned altitude while the lower aircraft, #1, descended. Once

again they had to locate the layer and take three more samples each.

On the first flights the ambiguities produced some disappointments

when certain points were not sampled but through experience the

objectives and methods were clarified. Also the correspondence between

the temperatures measured by the WB-50's and the radiosondes was so

close that certain temperature ranges could be assigned for each sample

and thereby reduce O'e uncertainty in s-ampling location,

Conitinuous Radioactivity Records. Each of the WB3-50's is equipped

to record the, counting rate of a Geiger camntei which laces a continuously
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exposed filter paper. It the accumulated disintegrations of the debris

"•xcee.s tC e background count, the distribution of radioactivity can bc

observed in detail simply by traversing the layers.

To calibrate the accumulated counting rate to the activity in the air,

we nust differentiate the recorded trace and then determinc an adjustment

for the flow rate. However, since we are more concerned with relativXe

rather than absolute concentrations of radioactivity, we can deterunine

this at a glance by comparing slopes.

All traces shown in this report have been smoothed to eliminate the

small amplitude, high frequency statistical fluctuations in 11 , counting

rate. The smoothed curm - should always have a positive slope unless the

decay rate exceeds the accumulation. In some cases negative or almos.-t

constant slopes were observed. These are caused by the rapid decay of

radon daughter products and can be id,-nitified with cumulus convection

currents ascending from th,-c ground.
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CIIA I'JIEl? I V

ILESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF SAMPLING YLIGHTS

General Flight Data.

A brief summary of all missions flowr during Project SPRINGFIELD

is presented in the following table. The range in altitude ai d range in

,6 activities have been tabulated separately bor the WB-50 and RB-57

aircraft. The lowest and highest activities represent only the range;

they do not correspond to the lowest rind highest altitudes. In some

cases the lowest altitude sample had the highest activity.

Missions 8, 13, 15 and 16 were flown to check on the activities

when no extruded layers were forecasted. In mission 7 the WB-50's

could not penetrate the layer because it moved north of the Canadian

border.
WB- 50 RB-57

Mission Date Area Altitudes AActivity Altitudes RActivty
-TOTi ft pm,/SCE) O"t (dpm-iSC)

1 4/10/03 Utah 18-27 2-15 31-41 2-197

2 1 Nevada 27-39 8-205

3 4/18/63 Colorado 27 2-156 28-40 10-620

4 4/21/63 Nevada - 19-26 1-92 28-41 4-215
Arizona

5 4/22/63 Utah - 21-29 2-41 32-44 4-214
New Mexico

6 4/23/63 Michigan- 12-22 1-26 29-40 2-201
Ohio
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Wi\-50 113- 57
Mission DatL' A rea Altitudrs 6 ActivitN Altitudes 1i Activity

-0o07t (dpm, SCO) 1TUO0 t) (dmlSCE)

7 52,63 Wvomini,- 9 _-97 0. 4- ',) A-) 8 ,,m
N'Itan.l

8 5, 3, 63 Illinois- 20-26 0. 5-6 30-40 2-49

Calif.

9 5,"6/>63 Te xas 32-42 9-144

10 5/7/63 Off Oregon 18-26 0. 0-27
Coast

10 5/7/63 Missouri 35-44 2-70

11 5, 8/63 Washington- 19-28 0,4-65 33-43 4-170
Idaho

12 5/9/63 Colorado 33-35 3-4

13 5/21/63 Calif-Minn- 17-19 0.5-8.0
Ill.

14 5/22/'63 Ohio-New 15-25 3-25 29-35 4-171
York-Ohio

15 5, 23, 63 111-Calif 16 0.7-5

16 5,.`24,"63 Ill- Calif 18 0.8-4

A I- , . -1-

18 5,/'30'63 Utah 32-38 5-156

19 5,'31, 63 Texas- 32-43 5-179
Oklahoma

Flight Data from Several Missions.

Aialyses of the 3PRINGF'IELI) data are still in progruss. Data

fitom several 01 the more interesting mnissi( us will bc preserted here
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Nk i1; t o, sc iv's t I on, t Ioil t oLAc I eatures of I Itw analyses may i t vui rc

modification when thic+ iscnt ropic clIarts and isent ropic tt aj ccto 1es

have been comlp)lCted.

Each 1-ission began-i al 1800 Z when the planes left the P. 11, Tlhe

missions wt're usually COml)letecd at 0100 or 0200 Z o0I the following

day. With few exceptions, the maps avid cross soCOions included here

were drawn from the 0000 Z data. The maps, which will include the

surface and either a 300 or 500 mb analyses, are included for reference

only. They will not be separately discussed. The upper level maps

contain a contour analysis and a few winds. The latter are plotted in

the vicinity of the flight track which is a heavy dashed line beginning

at the 1. P.

Mission of April 18 - 19. Tht planes, two WB-50'& and two

RB-57's. were sent to an I. P. in southwestern Wyoming. From there

they were to fly south-east, approximnalely perpendicular to the wind,

as shown in Figure 8b. A cleaxance to cross the air latnes was delayed

because of clouds and snow showers. The delay caused the WB1-56 which

had been assigned the lower altitude to abort the mission. Just as the

pilot of the upper WB-50 was about to turn back, the plane broke into

the clear. He then proceeded with the first portion of his mllissionl.
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The fligh' I.ath of the upper aircraft, starting at 23, 000 feet near

Lander, is the purple line in Figure 9. To remain above cumulonimbus

clouds, which were penetrating the dry stable layer, the pilot had to

take the plane to 25, 800 feet, then 27, 000 feet. This altitude was

maintained for the remainder of the mission.

The stable layer is easily distinguished by the closely spaced

lines drawn at an interval of 2 0 K. Superimposed on the black G lines

are red isotachs drawn at a 10 kt interval. To the left, where the

isotachs are negative, the winds are from the northeast. The high

wind speeds are all from the southwest and include three jets, each

labeled with a red J.

As the plane traversed the stable layer the wind speed increased

from 30 to 100 kt, the temperature rose from -48 to -24 0 C, and the

radioactivity counting rate on the continuously exposed filter paper

increased from 1300 to 4000 cpm. These dramatic and synchronized

changes are illustrated in Figure 10 by a medium width dashed line, a

thin continuous line and a broad continucus linc.

Because the counting rate is proportional to the accumulated

radioactivity, the slope is proportional to the disintegration rate per

unit mass of air. The latter shall be called the "activity" and expressed

in disintegrations per minute per standard cubic foot of air. Note that
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as the plane passed the warm boundary of the layer the wiLJ speed and

temperature decreased and so did the slope of the counting rate trace.

The latter implies a rapid change from a high to low activity. Return-

ing to Figure 9, we find this change verified by the 13 activities of three

discrete filter samples taken by the WB-50 aircraft. In the stable layer

the activity was 138 dpm/SCF while outside the layer th e values were

2. 3 and 1. 9 dpm/SCF.

It is also worth noting that the change in slope was abrupt which

implies negligible diffusion or mixing at the edge of the layer. The

small difference between the two low activity samples -- the one";

taken just outside the layer -- also supports this implication.

We also find that the activities were consistently high for the

RB-57 samples taken on the cyclonic side of the jet. These activities

were 114 and 180 dpm/SCF at 0 = 320 0 K, 161 dpm/SCF at 0 = 335 0 K,

498 dpm/SCF at 9 = 347 0 K, and 620 dpm/SCF at 0 = 371 0 K. Another

interesting activity was the 78 dpm/SCF located beneath the central

jet. This sample was taken from air which would be considered

tropospheric by the conventional criteria. This sample shall be

referred to later in the discussion of the potential vorticity.

The continuous counting rate and the discrete filter samples

leave little doubt ti~at the air in the stable layer at 27, 000 feet is
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stratospheric. We have no proof that the stratospheric air extends to

lower elevations but we shall now look at evidence which suggests that

it does.

Figures 11, 12, and 13 are the distributions of stability, absolute

vorticity and their product, the potential vorticity. The calculations

of stability and relative vorticity were made from the potential tempera-

ture and isotach analyses by finite differencing, i. e..

- -_ -20K
cbP

-• GV + _V 3V - 10 Kt

Ro ýn,9 TnG, A n0

where V is the wind speed, R 0 is the radius of curvature of the

streamlines on the 0 surface and n is the horizontal distance, positive

to the right. The radii of curvature are large for most points in the

plane of the cross section except near the center of the low. Therefore,

on the cyclonic side of the northern jet the positive relative vorticities

are underestimated while elsewhere the approximation is good. The

occurrence of the three quantities depends primarily on the represen-

tativeness of the analyses. This is difficult to assess. The smaller

scale features may not be representative but the large features can

not be significantly altered.
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The lines of constant stability in Figure 11 are drawn at an

interval that progresses geometrically. The labeled range is from

0. 5 to 64 x 10-5 deg-cm 3 , but values which approach zero are
erg

located inside the 0. 5 line where the 0 lines are approximately

vertical. This corresponds to the mixing layer generated by heating

at the earth's surface. Values of stability greater than 32 x 10-5

3
deg-cm have been toned grey to facilitate recognition of the pattern.

erg
Note that the stability pattern is quasi-horizontally stratified.

By contrast the vorticity pattern is predominantly vertically

oriented. The values range from 0 to 34 x 10-5 sec -1, or about

half the numerical range of the stability. The zeroes are located on

the south or anticyclonic side of the jets in the stratosphere and upper

troposphere. Negative values were calculated for the lower portion of

the tropospheric frontal "zone. These correspond to very strong anti-

cyclonic shears which probably result from the vertical mixing of low

momentum through the adiabatic layer into the frontal zone. The

adiabatic layer extends down to the ground where the low momentum

originated.

The product of the stability and the vorticity, shown in Figure

13, ranges from 0 to 2000 x 10- 10 deg-cm-sec . As one might anti-
gm

cipate, the potential vorticity pattern is complicated but two features
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stand out clearly: (1) large valuus of P1 extend orom the cyclonic

stratosp)here into the troposphere, and (2) small values of po extend

from I he troposphere into the anticyclonic stratosphere. The2se

extensions arc compatible with the fo)lding I)rlocess amd the conservation

of p)otential vorticity. The extension of tropospheric air into the

aiIticyclonic stratosphere is consistent with the transformation froim

vorticity to stability, i.e. , under divergence at constant 0 the vorticity

decreases as the stability increases. Since the stratosphere is identified

only on the basis of average stability, this mode of exchange must be

recognized as possible.

if the pattern were produced by folding we should expect a positive

correlation between the radioactivity and the values of P9 * The black

dots in Figure 13 identify the locations of the WB-50 and RE-57 filter

samples. Plotted adjacent to the dots are the 13 activities of Sr 9 0 in

disintegrations per minute per 1000 standard cubic feet of air.

The Sr 9 0 activities are presented here because they serve as a

standard for comparison with the activities of previous samples taken

by the RB-57's and WU-2's. At the time of this writing, the chemical

anialysis of some of the sam iples has not been completed. The Sr 90

activities for these saniples were computed from the total P activities

using an emjpi ricaily derived relation,
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SI90 dpi)) 1000 SCF z 4 x j3 dpin/SC"

Ini Figure 13 the comp)uted activities are enclosed ill parentl., es.

We note that the Sr9 activities corn eslo)1d rather closely to the

va,,lues of P 0, .I he nunm, rical sin, I ia nity is accidui' al, but fortuitous

for urlposes ol COmlpa nrison. The range from 8 to 2100 dpni/ 1000 SCI'"

approximates the 110 range from 0 to 2000 x 10-10 deg- cm- sec but
gil

the maxima do inot coincide. The actual correspo•idence may be belier

or worse. Unce:.tainty in the positioning ol the PO lines derives

primarily from the interpolations in tile isotach field. li the 1H-57's

could have m de wind measurements as did the WB-50's, this uncer-

tainty would be greatly reduced.

The potential vorticity pattern does olffe all explanation for the

tropospheric sample, previously mentioned, which had a high 6 activity

of 78 dpm/SCF'. This sample was taken from the hyer which extenQo

from the cyclonic side of the central jet. The S 90 activity was 332

11~ 1- s~ g~ ~kt. L AL 4 IOU U Il

than 500 x 10-10 deg-em-sec
gni

No samples were taken in the stratosphere where the P 0 values

are extremely low. We have no dir( ct evidence that this is tropospheric

air. However, tnis ci s.sb section brings to mind another, previously

published report, Danielsen (6). in whi,:h a WU-2 took stratospheric
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samples before and after crossinig the jet. On the anticyclollic Bide,
whel PC was small, th actiity was 0. 2 dpni/1000 SCF while

on the cyclonic side it was 40 dpm/ 1000 SCF.

These sionples were taken in the spring of 1960 wheni 0, 2 and 40

dl)m/i1000 SCF wr - reptrese nt;.tive of tropospheric and stratosphieric

air, respectively. The air on tthc anticyclonic side of the jet also

conltained Sr 8 9 from tI)e French Sahara Test of 1ebruary 13, 1960

which is known to have beer, depotCsited in a stable tropospheric layer

on the anticyclonic side of the subtropical jet.

Thus, the evidence from the 1960 case supports the assunipt;Ion

that the low values of Po extending from the troposphere into the

anticyclonic stratosphere had a tropospheric origin. In any future

aircraft samphimg program it would be advisable to obtain samples

in this region, to test the assumption.

Mission of April 21 - 22. On April 21, 1963 the planes were

sent to northern Nevada to monitor another possible case of stratospheric

extrusion. This mission, successfully completed by all aircraft, pro-

vided the evidence missed on the previous mission. The surface and

300 mb maps are shown in Figures 14a and b. The cross section,

drawn this time on a more expanded scale, is presented in Figure 15.

As before, the 0 lines are black, but drawn for a 40 K interval, the
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isotachs are red and the flight paths are purple. The cloud formations

recorded by the WB-50 weather observers have been rendered in a

turquoise hatching and a dust cloud is depicted by brown dots.

The WB-50's traversed the layer at 19,000; 21, 500; 24,000, and

26, 000 feet. Rapid wind speed and temperature changes were recorded

with each traverse. The net changes in wind speed and temperature

were similar in magnitude to those observed o'- the 18th. On the return

flight, both aircraft took samples which had .8 activities of approximately

2 dpm/SCF in the warm air south of the stable layer. Returning through

the layer the upper aircraft sampled near the warm boundary. The

sample haa an activity of 87 dpm/SCF. Outside the layer, on the cold

side near the top of a cloud, the activity of the next sample was 12

dpmi/SCF. Asc,.nding to 26, 000, the upper aircraft again sampled in

the layer and obtained a f1 activity of 92 dpm/SCF.

The two samples in the layer were near the boundaries, but

both had high activities. Both activities were similar to that of thE'

RB-57 sanmple taken at 28, 000 feet in the stratosphere. It is quite

probable that a sample take'i in the interior of the layer would have

had an activity closer to the 163 dpni/SCF of the 29, 000 foot 1113-57

sample. Evidence for this will be found in the continuous counting

traces. In either case, we ki.ow that the layer contained stratospheric

air down to the 24,000 foot level.
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The lower aircraft did not take a sample in the layer at 21, 500

feet, but did at the 19, 000 foot level where theB activity was 20 dpm/SCF.

Although down by a factor of four from that at 24, 000 feet, this is still

one order of magnitude greater than the tropospheric activities.

Although aircraft #1 did not take a sample in the layer at

21,500 feet, the continuously exposed filter paper was monitored

during the, entire flight. A portion of the counting rate trace is

reproduced in the lower diagram of Figure 16 as a heavy continuous

line. The thin line connects the observed temperatures. Directly

above, with the same abscissa, are the counting rate and temperature

traces recorded by aircraft #2 at 24, 000 feet.

The traces for the two aircraft are remarkably similar. At

both elevations the increase in temperature across the layer wa.-

18 0 C and the increase in counting rate was 2, 700 cpm. Outside the

layer in the warmer tropospheric air the temperatures were approxi-

mately constant and the counting rate increased only slowly. On the

return flight across the layer the traces of the two aircraft differed.

This difference was produced by a change in flight path. Just after

aircraft #2 re-entered the layer, the pilot turned 900 left to take a

sample upwind. The original flight path was not quite orthogonal to

the layer so after the 900 turn, the plane approached the warm boundary
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again. This accounts for the initial drop in temperature beginning at

2110 Z and the succeeding rise. Wien the sample was completed at

2130 Z and the pilot resumed his original heading, (lhe tvepeiature

dropped rapidly again. Note that as the plane approached the warm

boundary, the slope of the counting rate trace decreased. The saml)le,

therefore, was not taken in the air with the richest concentration. The

activity of the sample, 87 dpmiSCF, is proportional to the average

slope of the trace over the 20 min interval. The average slope for the

time of sampling was almost half the slope which characterized the

layer. Therefore, as mentioned previously, an activity of 160 dpmi/SCF

would seem appropriate to the layer at 24, 000 feet. A slightly lower

activity, about 140 dpm/SCF, would be expected at 21, 500 feet. Since

the counting rates had the same slope, the ratio of activities should be

inversely proportional to the ratio of the air densities, i.e., 1. 15.

The continuous counting traces offer excellent proof that the

stratospheric air extends to tile 21; 500 foot level with little cilution

in its concentration of radioactivity. The trace recorded at 19,000

feet is not reproduced here, but as the airplane crossed the layer,

tile radioactivity trace showed two steps instead of one. Each step

although of short duration, had a steep slope. This indicates mixing

by smaller scale folding between the tropospheric air in the frontal
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zone and the extruded strat,Sj)Ihuric air. The mixing appears to Ibe

along thie 0 surfaces, not al mg the ( gradient. In this way the radio-

activity is diffused into thie tropospheric frontal zone.

If the diffusion extended the radioactivity to tMe 12, 000 foot level,

it would have been rapidly mixed down to the ground. The concentrations

would be diluted, of course, by mnixing with the tropospheric air, but

higher than normal surface concentrations would be expected. Figure

17 illustrates that the mixing below 12, 000 feet was rapid. Below this

level at Las Vegas, Winslow and Albuquerque the temperature ]apse

rates were adiabatic and superadiabatic.

At Albuquerque, which at the sounding time was just in advance

of the front, the adiabatic layer extended up to 17,000 feet. On the

basis of the moisture trace the upper limit of the mixing would appear

to be 20, 000 feet and this coincides with the top of the dust layer as

reported by the WB-50 observers. Mixing through this unusually deep

layer was promoted by the large scale downward transport of high

momentum into the upper part of the iiixi,•g layer and strong heating

from dry soil at the base of the layer. The high momentum, mixed

downward, produced aveiage surface winds exceeding 50 kts which in

turn produced the dust storm. The pattern of the dust -loud shown in

Figure 16 is in agreement with the WB-50 observatiunb and the reports
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of surface weather stations. Along and in advance of the front the

dust obscured surface visibility, while just behind the front dust aloft

was reported. It should be mentioned that Figure 16 extends to only

10,000 feet. Below this level, the front and the surfaces were vertical,

i. e.., the entire lower troposphere had an adi -batic lapse rate including

the frontal zone.

From the aircraft measurements of radioactivity and the vertical

mixing implied .y the adiabatic lapse rates, dry fallout at the surface

in, the southern Rocky Mountain area should have been higher than

normaal. Measurements of the gross 6i activity of surface air made at

fout stations in this area by the Public Health Service are listed in the

iollowing table:

Field Esi-titnates: Gross beta radioactivity of particulates in air.

BETA ACTIVITY - dpnA/SCF

April 20 April 21 April 22 April 23
T58 1 70 n. AC

Las Vegas, •N ,• 0.47 0.92 1.44 i.40
Sunta Fe, New Mexico 0.82 0.59 1.24
Denver, "••ioado 0.79 1.01 1.14 1.34-

Values refer to samples collected during the 24 hour period ending in the

morning of the date listed above.

The mixing which oc.curred on the afternoon of April 21 should

have produced higher ,--adings for the April 29 samples. All stations
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showed an increase in activity on the 22nd and these activities were

the highest in the United States for that day. The activities were not

extremely high because the mixing extended through such a deep layer.

.r1SO, the values in the table represent a 24 hour integration, whereas

the mixing was most active during the afternoon.

Assuming a background of 0. 5 dpm/SCF for the tropospheric air

and six hours of active mixing the activity of the mixture would have

been roughly ten timnes that of the tropospheric air or 5 dpm/SCF.

This, in turn, represents a mixture of about ten parts tropospheric to

one part stratospheric air. Therefore, the stratospheric activity

would have been about 50 dpm/SCF. This value checks out well with

the activities deduced from the slopes of the continuous trace and the

P activity of the sample at 19, 000 feet. On the basis of the slope of

the trace during the period of sampling the activity in the stratospheric

air would be between 44 and 60 dpm/SCF at 19, 000 feet. A more

c lt•I.•-1CL exp]anation uf the traces will follow in the discussion of Cie

potential vorticity.

To complete the discussion of the April 21 - 22 data we now turn

to Figure 18 which contains the distribution of potential vorticity and

tl-ý 6 activity of Sr90 captured in the airplane filter samples. The

Figure corresponds to Figure 13 but the P 0 values are drawn for a
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('011taI't interval of 100 x 10- 10 deg- cm-sec .As before, tile Sr 9 0

activities are plotted above a black dot which locates the p)ositionl ol

each sample. Chiemical analyses of some of the samples are still Ini

prof_,Irssio onice again parentheses denote the values computed Irom

the total R activity. The two values plotted above white dots were

computed from the continuous counting rate traces.

If allowances are made for the diiterences in thc tgeometriC

scales of Figures 18 and 13, one notices that tile P 0) patterns are

quite simlilar. Large values of Pe again extend from the cyclonxic

stratosphewre into the troposp~here and low values of PQ extend from

the troposphere into thle anticyclonic stratosphere. We notice also

that the nuinerical corrkspondence between the PG values and the SrO0

activities is again close. Almost all of the activities have a numerical

value equal to the P0( value. Tile exceptions are at tile left of the dia-

gram where the 376 dpm/'SCF appears to be too low for tile stratosphere

a~~nd~~~5dpmI _)Fi bomal ihfr thM troposphere. Tile latter

w~as, taken in a thin. cirrus cloud near the top of a cumulonximbus. Its

high fl activity implies that tile cumulonimbus penetrated 'And mixed

with thle stratosphleric air at somne earlier time. Further support for

this can be drawn from thle observations of contrails reported by the

#/2 WB-50. After completing tile sampling at 24, 000 feet, the pilot
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took the plane up to 26, 000 feet to retraverse the layer. At this point,

instead of turning up wind to take another sample, the pilot exposed

the filter while heading oututoud from the I. 1. on the main flight track.

After a 10 min. exposure he reversed his headinest and c•,...pleted another

10 min. of exposure. The reversals in flight can be seen in Figure 15.

During this ope2ration heavy contrails were observed which became thin

as the plane proceeded outbound from the 1. P. and became heavy again

on the return flight inbound. From the analysis of the cross section,

and the observed wind, temperature and dew point changes it is clear

that on the coitbotnd from the I. P. the plane entered the stratosphere,

then on the return flight it left the stratosphere and entered the tropo-

sphere again. The facts that the dew point dropped but was still meas-

urable and the contrails thinned but did not vanish indicate the lower

stratospheric air had been mixed with moisture-laden tropospheric

air. The continuous radioactivity trace and the 92 dpi/11000 SCF on

the bampi, confirm tihe presence of the stratospheric air.
90

As shown in Figure 18, the Sr attivity for this sample was 576

dpm/.,.,F. This greatly exceeds the 368 which would be expected from

the total, activity. It also exceeds the value to be expected from the

Cs137 activity. Reprocessing of the sample is ir progress to determine

whether an error was made in the Sr90 analysis. A value of 368 dpm/
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1000 SCF would bring it in line with the 362 dpin/ 1000 SCI, measured

by the RB1-7 and would support the conclusion that the lower strato-

spheric air had decreased its radioactivity and increased its nioisture.c

by cu mulus cloud penetration and mixing. One may recall th.-O on ]ie

April 18-19 mission the plane had entered the stratospheric layer and

then had to ascend to stay on top of a cunmulonimbus which had penle-

trated the layer.

A final comment: ntote that the tongue of large PO extendim% from

the stratosphere splits into two near the 19, 000 foot level. It was miienl-

tioned earlier that the continuous radioactivity trace showed two steps

rather than one. On the basis of flhe 1)4 values, the first step encountered

should have had the steeper slope. The radioactivity trace confirms this.

Also, the slope of both steps should have been less than the slope at

21, 500 feet. Again the continuous trace supports this. If for purposes

of comparison we set the average slope during the time of sampling at

19.000 feet as one. then the slo)es increase :s

1/2. 2/3/ 5.5

for the ý econd step, the first step and the step at 21, 500 feet. Since
S90 9

the Sr of the sample at 19, 000 feet was 80 dpni/'SCF the Sr90 activity

at 21, 500 feet should be about 530 dpm/SCF if allowances are made for

the air density variation. A value of 530 dpm/SCF compares favorably
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with the value of 560 dpzi/SCl previously estimated IrolI i lt, slopes

and samplcs taken by the other aircraft.

Mission of April 22 - 23. The April 22-23 mission proved to bc,

extremely interestinl. The surface and 300 mb charts loi Apiril 23,

1963 at 0000 Z are shown in Figures 19a and 19b, respectively. Two

WB-50's were s'it to Salt Lake City. They were assigned a southeast

flight track at 24, 000 and 27, 000 feet. Their meteorological and

radioactivity measurements were at first difficult to understand.

Foltunately, extra radiosonde ascents had been nmade at 1800 Z at all

of the stations in the R•ocky Mountain Basin. By constructing cross

sections for 1800 Z on April 22 and 0000 Z on April 23 it was possible

to interpret the observations.

The meteorological conditions over Utah were changiig rapidly

as the trailing edge of the dry extruded stratospheric layer was moving

eastward and being replaced by moist tropospheric air. A well-defined

layer o0 dry, !,tabue air was present over bait Lake City at i800 Z but

this layer was not evident on the sounding six hours later. When the

WB-50 meteorological observations were begun at 1830 Z, both aircraft

were southeast of the layer in the tropospheric air. Proceeding south.-

eastward, the flight observer aboard the lower aircraft, ý1, recognized

that the layer to be monitored was farthir to the northwest and he

reversed his flight direction to encounter it. After passing through the
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layer at Salt Lake City the original flight heading was resu med. The

reversal ini flight path is showni in Figure 20 but it should be kept in

mind that this cross section was drawn from the 0000 Z radiosonde

ascents, not the 1800 Z O..Sc.nits. As is also evident -In Figure 20, th.

upper aircraft, W2, procceded southeastward almost to Albuquerque

b-ifore reversing its heading.

Between S&It Laku City and Grand Junction aircraft ý2 passed

through a narrow stable layer denoted by the three closely spaced G

lines in Figuro 20. The temperature trace in the upper diagram of

Figure 21 shows a rapid rise of 40 K as the plane crossed the layer at

about 1.900 Z. Notice that the radioactivity trace maintained a small

slope characteristic of tropospheric air during transit of the layer.

The same layer was crossed by aircraft W1 at 2050 Z, lower diagram

in Figure 21, and again the radioactivity trace remained unchanged.

Similar traces were reproduced on the return flights. Aircraft

P2 reen(r- .Szrd it at -a0t, a9ircr.ft 0) at 20r Z. Obvius th .t I.. ..

was generated entirely from troposp)heric air. The potential vorticity

would also indicate that the layer was formed from tropospheric air by

frontogenesis because .p > 0 and-O < 0

After aircraft #2 returned to Sal!t Lake City it ascended from

27,000 to 29,000 feet. During the ascent, which began at 2200 Z,
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the temlp)raturu decreased rapidly and the radioactivity accumulalion

increased rapidly. The stability was too low to be considered

stratosplheric, but the wind shear was strongly positive both at constant

1) and constaidi 0 . Figure 22 shows the Salt Lake City sounding for

0000 Z. The letter T and the arrow locate the coded tropopause al

approximately 32,000 feet.

This is an excellent examplo of the difficulty in classification and

interpretation which follows from tho conventional definition of the tropo-

pause. Stratospheric air with large values of potential vorticity may be

destabilized by convergence at constant 0 until it no longer meets the

criteria. During the destabilization the vorticity has increased but

this does not enter into the usual definition. In this case, the vorticity

is extremely large in the air beneath the coded tropopause. The radio-

activity proves it is stratospheric air.

To assist the viewer, Figure 20 has been toned red where the

values of P, are repreosentative of stratosphe-ric air . This pAt t.r

should be compared to the pattern which would be obtained if one drew

a smooh tropopause curve through the little red T's in Figure 20 which

represent the coded tropopause at the sounding stations. As in the

previous two cases, we find the radioactivity samples in agreement

with the potential vorticity distribution but not in agreement with the

conventioial stratosphere.
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It should also be noted that aircraft #2 accumulated considerable

radioactivity, 3, 200 cpm, while enroute to the I. P. at Salt Lake City.

Unfortunately, meteorological observations were not made while the

planes were enroute to the i. P. and the flight plans were not saved.

But after recent discussions with crew menb( us of the WB3-50's, it

appears that this accumulation occurred during a gradual as;,ent to the

flight altitude after crossing the Sierra Nevada Mountain range,. Tiie

cross section for 1800 Z, valid during the ascent, shows the extruded

stratospheric layer sloping down from Salt Lake toward the Sierras.

One reasonable interpretation is that the plane ascended at a slightly

greater slope than that of the layer. Therefore, it passed froia benieath

the layer to above the layer just before reaching Salt Lake. Turning

southeast along the flight track, aircraft #2 then remained above and

south of the layer.

Aircraft #1 ascended through the layer at Salt Lake, proceeded

southeast and then reversed its flight heading as previously men.tioned.

The radioactivity and temperature trares, lower diagram Figure 21, show

an increase in slope of the accumulated radioactivity at 1800 Z then a

decrease in slope at 1820 Z. These changes must have been due to an

ascent through the layer. On the return northwest flight, the radio-

activity took another short duration step at 1910 Z. After it leveled
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off again the tcmperature continued to drop. Only a niarrow zone con-

tained the stratospheric air as indicated by the red shading in Figure

20.at 24, 000 feet. On the third pass across the Jayer, the niet rise in

radioactivity was about the same as on the two previous passes, but it

was less well defined in time and space.

Isentropic Trajectories, April 21 - 23. While the flight i were in

progcress over Utah, tornadoes were forming in east central ll!inois.

As shown on the surface map, Figure 19, they formed near the center

of the low. Mr. Glenn Stout, operating the radar for Project SPRING-

FIELD, kept them under surveiliance as they passed eastward across

the southern portion of the Illinois Water Survey Network. Since

tornadoes frequently form along the leading edge of the extruded

stratospheric air, the author wanted to determine whether the

stratospheric air could be traced to this tornado region.

Trajectories were computed on the 295, 300 and 305°K isentropic

surfaces by caicuiating uackwards in time from Dayton, Ohio, Peoria,

Illinois; Columbia, Missouri; and the approximate location of the

tornadoes. The trajectories are presented in color in Figure 23. The

color code is given in the upper right of the diagram. For this report

we are most interested in the red and purple traj,,ctories which originated

in northern Idaho and southern Oregon at 1200 Z, April 21. These
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trajectories started in the stratosphere at about 350 mbs. The air

descended as it moved around the upper level cyclone. When it moved

across Nevada the 300 0 K air was near the base of the extruded layer

which was sampled by the WB-50 #2 aircraft, (see Figure 15), and the

305 0 K air was in the lower stratosphere which was sampled by the RB-57

aircraft. We know, therefore, that this air was stratospheric.

As the air moved eastward during the 22nd it turned anticyclonically

and continued to descend to 500, 600, and 700 mbs as it approached

Peoria and Columbia. On the 305 0 K isentropic chart for 0000 Z,

April 23, this stratospheric air appears as a jet of dry air moving at

50 - 75 knots across southern Nebraska, northern Missouri and central

Illinois. The eastern limit of the stratospheric air cannot be precisely

determined, but the evidence indicates that it extended up to the

tornado region. East of this point the trajectories originated in the

south, near the Gulf of Mexico, and in the southwest. The trajectory

method could not be applied to the southwest flow because the momentum

was modified primarily by vertical mixing in an adiabatic layer.

It is clear from Figure 23 that the tornadoes were forming in a

region of strong confluence -- vertical as well as horizontal. Stratospheric

air, confirmed by the aircraft samples, was descending into the develop-

ment region and- may have played an important role in the tornado
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formation. It must be remembered that the stratospheric air had a

large value of potential vorticity. Under the action of a concentrated

field of convergence this air could develop an intense cyclonic spin

before it would bece.. . t,-,,l n. In. laboratory models' of intenise

vortices the introduction of turbulence into the fluid destruoy.• the vor-

tex. The author and Mr. Larry Davis are of the opinion that the in-

tense spin develops in the stratospheric air which descends in the core

of the tornado. This descending air would not produce a radar echo

unless copious amounts of water or hail were falling into it. The echo

free volume which appears on many of the radar photographs of tornado

clouds may be explained by this phenomenon. At the present this is

purely a hypothesis. Several tornado cases are currently being inves-

tigated to see if air with large values of potential vorticity enter'ed the

region of tornado development.

Mission of May 3 - 4. The missions previously discussed were

sell.,c e,.to, te-.,,th .,lheo y oft.... .a....,• Fu. •.. ,au ,.se tm f C ) . d% OtL) .I , LtyVL t ;!)_1•l1

to be of stratospheric origin was monitored in each case. Positive

results were obtained. The mission of May 3 - 4 was designed to test

the opposite case. At a time when no extruded layers were expected,

the WB-50's were sent to monitor the radioactivity to see if the

activities were consistently low.
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On May 3, two WB-50's were sent from Scott AFB, Illinois to

McClellan AFB, Sacramento, California. Aircraft #1 flew at 20, 000

feet while aircraft #2 flew directly above it at 26, 000 feet. Filters

were changed every 20 minutes so that no gaps would exist in the data.

Also, both aircraft monitored a continuously exposed filter paper.

The synoptic charts are shown in Figure 24. Notice the rain

showers reported over the Rocky Mountains. The planes flew at

latitude 40°N but diverted course slightly to avoid sampling in the

water clouds. Water clouds damage the filter paper and upset the

flow rate through the filter.

Figure 25 shows the flight cross section drawn from the May 4,

0000 Z radiosonde data and the aircraft measurements. The 9 lines

are drawn from every 2 K and the clouds are depicted by hatching.

Dashed lines depict the flight paths which contain the total B activities

in dpm/SCF. At 26, 000 feet the activities ranged from 0. 8 to 6 dpm/

SCF and averaged 2. 96 dpm/SCF. At 20, 000 feet the activities varied

from 0. 5 to 2.2 dpm/SCF and averaged 1.65 dpm/SCF. All of these

values were characteristic of the tropospheric air sampled on the

previous missions. No large values were encountered.

Samples taken by the RB-57 aircraft are also plotted on Figure

25 at North Platte and between Salt Lake City and Winnemucca. The
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(13-57's sampled at both locations at the times wh n thc WB-50's

Dassed below. Not re th at th1 5. 5.. -,,, .. .0. A.

Salt Lake were at the same G as the 6 and 5. 6 djli/ SCF sampled east

of North Platte by the WB-50 #2. Notice also that the activities were

lower at the higher altitude in both places. The larger values may

represent the diluted reniants of an extruded layer. It is interesting

that the ý activity did nct increase with height in the upper troposphere,

as is so often assumed. Even in the statosphere a decrease with

height is implied by the 48. 5 dpm/SCF' in the layer of very high stability

and the 16. 9 dpm/SCF sampled from above the layer.

The continuous radioactivity traces for the two WB-50's -re

shown in the lower diagiam of Figure 26. Reproduced in the upper

diagram is the trace for aircraft #2 from Figure 16. The contrast

between the two May 3rd flights and the April 21st flight leaves little

to be said about the importance of the stratospheric layers.

It is interesting, however, to note that although the 26, 000 foot

aircraft accumulated 1.8 times as much activity as the 20, 000 foot

aircraft (the sqme ratio as obtained by adding the 6 activities of the

filters) the traces do not show a continual increase. The discrete

filters would imply a non-uniform increase, but delinitely an increase,

while the traces show small steps followed by an almost level trace.
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The discrepancy was traced to the accumulation of radon daughter
preoducts which decay with a1 half life of ab-out v f•i -it.......big..s

..........- ....... %- ,• L I., t• -&U ninnutctt . Th i ggeO~rrst

M, eps occurred at 2200 Z when the planes reported light turbulence in

the vicinity of the rain showers along the cast slope of thc Rocky

Mountains. Notice the adiabatic iapse rates extended almost up to the

20, 000 foot level in the Denver region.

Radon escaping from the earth was evidently carried al.oft by the

turbulent mixing in the adiabatic layer. The subsequent rapid decay of

the radon daughters dominated the instantaneous counting rate but had

little net effect on the total accumalation.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

,L r ll' A aLn m1, flt eute ologicl tos 'aS i ils obtained

during Project SPRINGFIELD have established the validity of the

tropopause folding proposed by Reed in 1955. The simultaneous

increase inl radioactivity, increase in temperature, increase in wind

speed and decrease in dew point which was observed as the aircralt

passed through the forecasted layers leaves little ioom for the skeptic

about the folding process and the stratospheric properties of the air in

the layer.

Of probably greater importance is the evidence in support of a

positive correlation between the radioactivity and the potential

vorticity. The correlations in these data were sufficiently consistent

to warrant quantitative estimates of the radioactivity concentrations

h•,alsed oz- the potential voi. ILty call culat JAions. 08inj-ce the latter call be

computed over the entire volume of the troposphere and much of the

stratosphere, a reasonable distribution of radioactivity cat be

determined. Reasonable in the sense that it will show the layered

structure of the radioactivity in both the tropospheie and stratosphere.

It will also show, as did the SPRINGFIELD data, that a layer in the

middle troposphere may have a much higher concentration of radio-

activity than (-xists in the stratosphere 20, 000 or 30, 000 feet above it.



The SPRINGFIELD data also sup)ports the author's assumption

that the large values ol polential vorticity are created in the middle

stratosl)phre and the low values in the lower troposphere. All samples

from air with large values of potential vorticity contained high

activities -- as yet there has been no exception, both in the SPRINGFIELI)

data and the 1960 data. Thi.s indicates that the stratos)pheric ai" moves

diabaticaily down through the stratosphere on the cyclonic side of the

jel. Then it is extruded from the lower stratospheie into the troposphere

where it passes beneath the jet as it descends and moves to lower

latitudes.

Project SPRINGFIELD provides the meteorologist with tangible

evidence that adiabatic transports are significant and that they can be

computed in three dimensions from the isentropic charts. During the

past twenty years the isentropic charts have beei neglected or igno ed.

As a consequence, the meteorologist has been conditioned to visualize

the atmosphere from horizontal surfaces widely separai.ed vertically.

The flow patterns on the pressure surfaces miislead the meteorologist

with respect to the actual three dimensional motions of the air parcels.

The importance of stratospheric-tropospheric transport has been

underestimated both in the process of cyclogenesis and in the production

of severe weather.
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Isentropic charts for the northern hemisphere are now available

or can readily be prepared by machine methods. A. Gustafson of the

United States Weather Bureau has developed and tested a program for

computing the pressure, temperature, isentropic stream function and

geostrophic potential vorticity by interpolating from the machine

analysed isobaric charts. R. Duquet and the author, at Pennsylvania

State University, have developed a program for calculating all of the

isentropic data, including the winds and moisture by integrating each

sounding from the surface to any specified upper level. Hemispheric

charts are currently being produced and analysed. The data look good

and the prospects for studying the three dimensional motions on a

hemispheric scale are exciting. The significance of these motions to

the problem of world-wide radioactive fallout can now be investigated.
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